Guinea Short Brief
I. Activity Summary: Peacebuilding in Guinea
Overview
Two strongmen dominated Guinea since its independence from France in 1958, and both left a legacy of
extreme personalization of power and the violent suppression of opponents. Sekou Touré, a radical and
authoritarian Pan-Africanist, was Guinea’s leader at independence. Guinea’s second strongman leader (of
twenty-four years) Lansana Conté, died in December 2008, sparking a power struggle for the presidency.
Despite ailing for some time, Conté did not plan an orderly succession. Rather, he presided over a highly
concentrated power structure and his death left a power vacuum and weak institutions. Despite politicallyfocused engagement from the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), the African Union
(AU), United Nations (UN) and bilateral partners, the ensuing years included coups, violence tied to
electoral politics – often low-level but spiking dramatically at times – and failed presidential assassination
attempts. Ultimately, elections occurred in 2010 and 2015 that outsiders cited as credible, but that have not
resolved Guinea’s weak governance and political instability.
Conté 1984 – 2008
When Guinea’s first strongman died, military officer Lansana Conté took advantage of the chaos that
followed and staged a coup. He immediately disbanded parliament, suspended the constitution and
outlawed political activity. He faced threats from coups and notoriously executed political opponents. With
the fall of the Soviet Union, however, he was unable to fend off international calls for democratization and
began to make concessions towards a multi-party democracy in the early 1990s. He stood for multiparty
elections in 1993, 1998 and 2003, winning each time despite international allegations of rigged elections.
In 2005, the political tides began turning. Alpha Condé, the head of the main opposition party, returned to
Guinea and protests and riots against Conte’s increasingly unpopular rule led to a brutal crackdown in
which his security forces killed at least 90 people.[i] As Conté’s health began to deteriorate in 2006, evergreater calls for transition built in Guinea.[ii] ECOWAS, which had worked with Guinean troops in Sierra
Leone and Liberia, made the tense situation in Guinea the primary topic of its January 2007 Third Ordinary
Summit of Heads of State and Government, and sent mediators.[iii]
Spillover from regional conflicts, especially the Sierra Leonean and Liberia civil wars, added both to
instability in Guinea, and a lopsided military. In the early 2000s, Liberian forces attacked the forest region
of Guinea, and Conte had recruited volunteers to fight alongside the Guinean army.[iv] These forces were
never fully demobilized and many former combatants remained in Guinea.[v] Since 2000, irregular
recruitment of soldiers and absorption of militias had bloated the Guinean military, increasing numbers from
10,000 in 2001 to 45,000 in 2010.[vi] At the same time, the army was becoming increasingly corrupt, top
heavy and politically power—a deadly mix.[vii]
Coups (2008, 2009) and International Responses
When Conté died in December 2008, history seemed to repeat itself. The military seized power and Army
captain Moussa Dadis Camara (known as Dadis) came to power promising swift presidential and
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parliamentary elections. The army quickly consolidated power and militarized public administration
throughout the country – only 3 out of 33 prefects were not replaced with military officers.[viii] The
international community condemned the coup, and the AU suspended Guinea’s membership.[ix] By
September 2009, the AU threatened sanctions, reminding Dadis and all members of CNDD that they had
sworn not to run for election and that elections would be scheduled before January 31, 2010.
The military coup only grabbed international headlines in September 2009 when security forces attacked
protesters in the capital, killing over 150 demonstrators, injuring 1700, and perpetrating mass rape.[x] In
the days that followed, soldiers attacked and looted neighborhoods throughout the capital that were known
as opposition strongholds. On October 2, 2009, ECOWAS, with the support of the UN, sent then-president
of Burkina Faso to mediate the crisis.[xi]At that point, despite promising to form a National Transitional
Council (CNT), Dadis’ government had made no further movement towards transition or elections and was
not engaging with the Forces Vives – the umbrella group for opposition parties and civil society. The Forces
Vives agreed to the mediation.
Following lobbying from the AU and ECOWAS, the United Nations established a Commission of Inquiry
into the killings at the stadium, and encouraged both the mediation and swift elections.[xii] The Commission
of Inquiry delivered its report in December 2009 and found there was evidence that crimes against humanity
had been committed and that individual members of the junta were criminally responsible for some
activities. It called on the International Criminal Court (ICC) to be seized of the cases of crimes against
humanity and set up a United National Council on Human Rights (UNCHR) office in Guinea.[xiii]
In January 2009, the UN also created the International Contact Group on Guinea, consisting of the UN, the
AU, the EU, the World Bank, ECOWAS, other regional organizations and partner countries, including
France, Morocco, Burkina Faso, the UK, and the United States.[xiv] Dadis’ military junta continued to
promise elections and reform, but was unable to gain the full support of the elite in Conakry or the population
in the hinterland.
On December 3, 2009, just shy of one year after Dadis’ coup, one of his bodyguards shot him in the head,
nearly killing him. Dadis was evacuated to Morocco for emergency treatment and in his absence, a
transitional government was established that prepared the way for elections. General Sekouba Konaté, a
Dadis rival, took over as leader of the transitional government. The approximately year-long road from
Dadis’ bloodless coup to his near-assassination underscores the volatility and stakes of electoral politics in
Guinea.
Konaté’s rise to power provided an opening both for mediation and security sector reform (SSR). After
receiving treatment in Morocco, Dadis arrived in Ouagadougou to participate in the ECOWAS mediation on
January 12, 2010. This sparked tensions between Konate’s partisans, who favored a return to civilian rule,
and Dadis’ supporters who wanted Dadis to return to power.[xv] On January 15, the parties announced the
Ouagadougou Accord, creating a unity government with a civilian prime minister decided on by the
opposition and promising elections within six months.[xvi] The UN Security Council continued to support
ECOWAS and AU mediation efforts, and welcomed the Ouagadougou Accords without fully engaging in
the conflict.[xvii]
2010 Election
On June 27, 2010, Guinea organized and held multiparty presidential elections for the first time in its history.
ECOWAS dispatched 200 observers and took the lead managing the transition and preparing for run-off
elections on November 7, 2010.[xviii] Elections followed ethnic lines, with each contender rallying support
from their respective ethnic groups.[xix] The first round results were announced almost a month later, and
showed Cellou Dalein Diallo of the Union of Democratic Force of Guinea (a primarily Fula ethnic coalition)
with a commanding lead over Alpha Condé (a longtime political exile and leader of the anti-Fula coalition).
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Guinea’s Supreme Court declared Condé the winner in December 2010, however, and Diallo accepted
their ruling, but peace did not immediately follow the elections. While ECOWAS declared the elections
acceptable, international observers questioned the outcome.[xx]
Legislative and local elections followed the pattern of presidential elections and were hopelessly delayed.
Only in September 2013, after nearly three years of delay, did Guinea finally hold legislative elections.
UNOWA(United Nations Office for West Africa) mediation efforts played a key role in finally bringing these
elections to fruition and EU observers were able to guarantee the legitimacy of the vote count.[xxi] Despite
three years of preparation and international “support,” violent demonstrations accompanied the polling.[xxii]
Voting almost exclusively along ethnic lines, the 2013 elections were a warning to international actors that
free, fair and peaceful elections would not be guaranteed in the 2015 presidential elections. In 2014, the
Ebola crisis put a temporary damper on political protest as quarantines kept protestors off the street, but
reconciliation and a stronger political process were not improved by the national crisis.
Election and Post-Election Support
In general, the regional and international response to the coup, violence and delayed elections in Guinea
was disjointed, slipshod and without the commitment obvious in interventions in neighboring countries,
especially Liberia and Sierra Leone. Guinea’s place as the world’s largest bauxite producer, however,
provides additional incentive for international actors to be engaged. In response to the coup and failure to
hold elections, the international community established economic sanctions and both ECOWAS and the
EU imposed arms embargos on Guinea.[xxiii]
The military’s hold over all apparatus of power was a key barrier to mediation, democratization and peace.
At the time, the International Crisis Group described the armed forces as “divided along ethnic and
generational lines and notorious for indiscipline, human rights abuse, insubordination and criminality.”[xxiv]
ECOWAS and the UN focused their interventions on the military, encouraging SSR and pushing for
lustration for junta members. Having concentrated power in the military over the last two presidents and
unwilling to give up the benefits of patronage, the military resisted internal and external calls for reform.[xxv]
Recognizing the pressing need for SSR, ECOWAS, the EU and the UN all came together for joint
assessment of SSR needs towards the end of 2010.[xxvi]
Following the 2010 presidential elections, the UN Peacebuilding Commission (UNPBC) became involved
in much-needed SSR in Guinea.[xxvii] Despite continued instability, however, peacebuilding in Guinea has
been a relative success. Unlike its neighbor, Guinea-Bissau, Guinea has avoided descending into a narcostate, which was its likely fate at the time of the coup.[xxviii] Its history as a neo-patrimonial one-party state,
however, continues to haunt its development, and corruption remains a significant hurdle to development.
2015 Presidential Elections
Leading up to the October 2015 presidential elections, the Guinean government expressed its desire to
restrict international involvement in the election. On August 20, 2015 there was a sign of good news as the
government and opposition agreed to more opposition representation in local government and reforms to
the National Electoral Commission.[xxix] Still, the incumbent (Condé) was declared the winner.[xxx]
Elections were more peaceful than in 2010, but accusations of fraud by the opponent left room for further
instability.

II. Key Issues, Dilemmas, and Lessons from Guinea
1.

Sanctions, Withdrawal of Aid, Coupled with Peacebuilding
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The EU, UN and ECOWAS are increasingly coupling sanctions on individual leaders and on countries as a
whole and withdrawals of development aid and military and security assistance with peacekeeping. This
trend is evident in Guinea. While the trend did not begin in either of these countries, this strategy’s
appearance in both crises indicates these targeted activities are likely to continue in the future.
2.

Returning to Traditional Roles? International Organizations as Conveners

Despite a proliferation of actors in Guinea, the roles of these international actors was remarkably traditional.
There has been no shift towards robust peacekeeping or a multi-dimensional mission. Instead, good offices
and acting as mediators, conveners and coordinators have dominated the roles of regional and international
actors in the crisis. The UN has a traditional role as a convener due to its ability to bring together parties
and coordinate actions. This more traditional role in providing good offices was successful in continuing
dialogue between the Guinea government and the opposition. In addition to the UN, the AU and ECOWAS
also served important roles convening civil society, the government and the opposition.
3.

Rise of ECOWAS and Sub-Regional Peacekeeping and Mediation

Regional actors, especially ECOWAS, seem to be coming in to their own with their interventions in Guinea,
even as the AU has been uncharacteristically quiet. Instability in the region has caused instability in Guinea,
but has also made ECOWAS eager to act aggressively, possibly to stop contagion. Sub-regional peace
support operations are on the rise and Guinea is part of this trend.
4.

Weak States and Institutions

Despite a strong rule of law and SSR mandate, operating in a country with very weak rule of law and nearly
non-existent institutions has set peacebuilding missions up to fail. In Guinea, international focus on SSR
and elections failed to account for Guinea’s lack of democratic history and did not address its lack of credible
institutions. While the entire region is awash in regional and UN missions, it is impossible to reform
institutions that exist in name only. With such slow political development, good offices seem to be wasted
in such weak states. In Guinea, for example, there is no constitutional court to decide the legitimacy of
recent election rules.[xxxi] Moreover, Guinea is one of the most corrupt countries in the world.[xxxii]
Reforming institutions in these states is a nearly impossible task and training missions are not enough to
help these countries transition from decades of military rule to free and fair democracies free of patronage
and ethnic divisions.
5.

International Organizations Love Elections, Hate Election Violence

Similar to other UN and AU missions in the region, notably Côte d’Ivoire, an outsized focus on holding free
and fair elections has drawn attention away from institution building and rule of law. While elections are
necessary for democracy, they are hardly sufficient. International organizations have developed wonderful
expertise in holding elections, especially in fragile and post-conflict states, but translating these elections
into stability has been far less successful. The 2010 elections in Guinea are a perfect example of this trend.
Guinea is also a good example of the concern about election violence in the region. In 2011, UNOWA,
ECOWAS, UNDP, UNDPA, the AU, the Organisation International de la Francophonie and the EU
organized a conference on elections and stability in Cape Verde leading to the Praia Declaration on
Elections and Stability in West Africa.
6.

Unforeseen Circumstances: Ebola
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Since March 2014, Ebola has killed 2,500 people in Guinea. No new cases have been reported, however,
since October 2015.[xxxiii] The virus has had far ranging economic and social impacts that will continue to
effect peacebuilding and democratization. As international staff was evacuated, peacebuilding has taken a
back seat to aggressive public health responses. With even greater divisions and betrayed trust from the
epidemic, but new international attention, it is too soon to say how the Ebola outbreak will affect durable
peacebuilding in the region.
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